Growing Your
Construction Business
THE 5 STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT &
HOW TO MOVE TO THE NEXT LEVEL
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Growing your construction company requires careful
planning and skillful execution. Whether you’re just starting
out or established in your market, it’s essential to think “big
picture” about your business and map out your path along
the five stages of development.

Intro
Construction companies undergo transformations as they grow in size, complexity, and
sophistication of operations. For both general contractors and specialty contractors, growth can
mean many things. It can look like increasing sales volume in selected market segments. It can
also encompass structuring the organization to provide expertise in all facets of construction
management in these market segments.

Methodology
For this study, growth is defined in terms of both the increased dollar volume of sales
and the increased size and complexity of individual projects. An organization must grow
in both size and expertise in order to manage growth successfully. This report examines the
growth and increasing specialization of the following core areas:

Management

Marketing,
Bidding, &
Estimating

Operations
(Project Planning
& Controls)

Finance

Growth is defined over a range of five stages. In the first stage, the owner1 goes out on their
own. The fifth stage is the mature corporation with departments, fully developed according
to discipline, directing operations (construction, safety, scheduling); marketing, bidding, and
estimating; finance and administration; and subsidiaries such as property management and
equipment management.

1

The term “owner” is used for convenience, no matter how many owners there are, or what legal form of business is selected.
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The 5 Stages of Development At-A-Glance
STAGE 1

Mom & Pop

STAGE 2

“Get work, do work”
mentality

STAGE 3

Project Management

STAGE 4

Increased
Specialization

STAGE 5

Total Quality

>$250M
$50M-$100M
$15M-$50M
$1M-$15M
>$100M

<$1M
$25M-$100M
$10M-$25M
$500,000-$10M
<$500,000

CONTRACTOR
ANNUAL SALES

SUBCONTRACTOR
ANNUAL SALES

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

STAGE 5

MANAGEMENT
PROFILE

Entrepreneur

Addition of an
estimator and
field super

Delegation of
authority to “top
level” managers

Strengthened
management
team

Fully integrated
management

OPERATIONS
PLANNING

Pad, pencil,
and calendar

Gantt Chart

Basic
scheduling
software

CPM scheduling
and resource
planning

Integrated scheduling
with budgets and
resources alternatives
analysis

OPERATIONS
CONTROL

Hands-on

Simple process of
updating schedule and
tracking status

Analysis of actual
versus planned;
adjustments as
necessary

Focus on
communications;
proactive monitoring,
analysis, and control

Integrated MIS links
schedules, cost,
partnering, and TQM

MARKETING

Word-of
mouth

Competitive
bids and
referrals

Time to develop
a marketing
strategy

Market focus on 3-6
segments; job costs
and budgets linked to
estimating

Marketing/sales staff;
Market research; CAD
and CA estimating

ESTIMATING

Simple,
manual

Detailed,
manual

Computerized

Software link to
job cost and
productivity data

Estimating software
linked to CAD system
and MIS

Cash basis;
yearly financials

Accrual basis;
completed contract
monthly/ quarterly
financials

Percentage of
completion basis;
computerized system;
monthly financials

Cost and productivity
data for PM and
Estimating; committed
cost/PO in job cost

Integrated MIS with
complete project
management
information online

FINANCIAL
SYSTEMS
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Building A Foundation of Sustainable Growth
The primary resources of construction companies are people with management and
technical talent.
Often, construction companies take what operations experts call a “wait and see” strategy, where
capacity (management and technical talent) lags behind demand. Demand increases continuously,
while resources are increased periodically to match demand at that point in time. Demand soon
exceeds capacity again.
A problem occurs if a company enters a market that is beyond the capabilities of its organization.
For example, if the contractor strengthens one part of its organization to meet the requirements
of a specific market (using an outside estimating or scheduling service, for example) while failing
to provide the proper overall support throughout its own organization. This imbalance often results
in operational miscues, higher overhead costs, and lower margins.

Successful contractors must align the capabilities of their
organization with the demands of the market to produce
both sustainable dollar volume and profit margin.
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Management
In the first stage, the owner performs all major functions–
estimating, bidding, planning, and control. With the help of
a part-time bookkeeper and a part-time secretary, the owner
runs all field and office operations from their cell phone,
albeit on a very small scale.
At the second stage, the owner adds permanent staff
to perform detail work and carry out their instructions.
Although the organization has been augmented with a field
superintendent, an estimator, and a full-time bookkeeper,
the owner manages the entire organization, making all the
decisions and delegating work, but not responsibility. Many
construction companies settle into this stage of growth and
never move beyond it, even if dollar volume and number of
employees continue to increase.
The successful move from stage two to stage three is
the most difficult step for a growing organization. The
owner is required by the growing volume of business and
the growing complexity of the individual projects to add a
level of management to oversee the daily operations of their
departments. Often, this is coupled with a rapid increase in
technology necessary to provide management information
to the owner and to the top-level managers.
The owner must delegate authority and responsibility
to these managers, while assuming expanded, roles as
strategic planner, overall performance evaluator of the
entire organization, and endless efforts as coordinator for all
groups within the organization to assure that the “team” is
working together to accomplish the strategic goals.
If the owner continues to micro-manage every task in
the company and refuses to let the management team
perform its duties, then the organization’s performance,
not to mention morale, will suffer. Growth may stagnate
and chances of disaster increase dramatically. Even if the
transformation to stage three is successful, stage three will
be disconcerting to all who joined the company in stage one
or two, before developing the systems and procedures that
are necessary to manage and direct growth successfully.

SAMPLE ORG
CHARTS
For a concise view of
the management team
development described
above, reference the
organization charts on
pages 21-24.

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

STAGE 5
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If the organization moves successfully to stage three, then progressing to stages four and
five is less traumatic and occurs with less upheaval. These stages represent a strengthening
of the management team to provide greater specialization in such areas as safety, marketing,
scheduling, and job cost control systems. The technology introduced in stage three will be
expanded and enhanced in stages four and five to meet the needs of the growing organization.

Operations
Operations in a construction company includes all the jobsite construction activities and
the supporting services that provide planning and control for the construction activities. As
construction operations increase in size and complexity, the operations staff must become
increasingly specialized to provide the technical skill necessary to support the growth of the
company.
In the first stage, the owner manages all aspects of operations, acting as field superintendent,
project manager, purchasing agent, and scheduler.
In stage two, as volume grows and project complexity increases, the owner hires a field
superintendent to direct projects on an ongoing basis. The owner still spends time in the field,
examining the work of the field forces and directing the superintendent.
At the third stage, the owner adds management and removes himself from the daily
involvement in detailed operations. Project managers are responsible for daily planning and
control responsibilities. A general superintendent directs the field operations and oversees the
activities of project superintendents.
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Project Planning
In the first stage, planning is reactive. Scheduling is little
more than establishing start and finish dates for projects and
throwing resources at meeting those dates.
By the second stage, scheduling has advanced to the use
of hand-drawn Gantt (bar) charts, with major divisions of the
work represented as lines on a time-scale grid. If the owner is
computer literate, they may use a low-end scheduling program.
More likely, however, they use calendar-like charts that define
the daily work schedule for each project in a two-week period,
with the personnel, material, and equipment requirements
penciled in. The contractor usually revises and updates this
schedule weekly.
The advantage of this system is that it is straightforward to plan
and simple to use. This type of schedule is often one of the
planning and control tools used by even the most sophisticated
contractors. However, it, alone, does not provide management
with the ability to analyze the logical sequence or progression
of a project, it does not allow for testing of alternative plans,
it does not facilitate measuring the effects of increasing,
decreasing, or shifting resources, and it does not provide a
useful tool for analyzing the causes and effects of delays.
Computerized Critical Path Method (CPM) scheduling does
provide all these features.
At the third stage, the contractor will introduce computerized
CPM scheduling for project planning and control. Scheduling
programs will allow the project managers to plan the work
activities, the resources required, the budget, and perform
“what if” analysis to review different plans, using different time
and resource options. The use of computerized CPM scheduling
programs also makes possible the analysis of scheduling
changes and delays that might result in claims.
As the contractor moves into stages four and five, the
scheduling function becomes more specialized in the
following ways:
•
•
•

Analyzes job progress
Identifies claims for delay more accurately
Prepares documentation for changes and claims

PROJECT PLANNING
ACTIVITIES

1
Scheduling project
activity

2
Purchasing material

3
Entering subcontracts

4
Acquiring and scheduling
the personnel, materials,
and equipment required
for the project

5
Establishing budgets that
quantify the planning
process and give a
benchmark against which
performance is measured

6
Establishing
comprehensive programs
to ensure the quality of
the work product and the
safety of the work place.
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Project Control Development By Stages

Stage 1

•
•

Start and finish dates penciled onto a calendar
Purchase materials and subcontract work

Stage 2

•
•
•
•

Gantt (bar) charts indicating major divisions of the work
Weekly work schedules showing activities each day
Purchase materials and subcontract work
Construction budget established from estimate

•

Use of CPM/PERT computerized scheduling programs
o Analyze alternative plans, including cost and
time effectiveness
o Schedule resources
Weekly work schedules showing activities each day
Purchase materials and subcontract work
Construction budget established from estimate

Stage 3

•
•
•

•

Stage 4

•
•
•

•

Stage 5

•
•
•
•

Use of CPM/PERT computerized scheduling programs
o Analyze alternative plans, including cost and
time effectiveness
o Schedule resources
o Link to budgets
Weekly work schedules showing activities each day
Purchase materials and subcontract work
Construction budget established from estimate

Use of CPM/PERT computerized scheduling programs
o Analyze alternative plans, including cost and
time effectiveness
o Schedule resources
o Link to budgets
Participative planning from all operations areas
enhances schedule
Weekly work schedules showing activities each day
Purchase materials and subcontract work
Construction budget established from estimate
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Project Control
Project correspondence control, project document control, and project approvals control are likely to
be relatively unsophisticated at the first stage. At stage two, a system of manual logs is developed
to catalog and track information. Field superintendents record and submit daily reports of jobsite
activities.
By stage three, the project managers begin to enhance these controls with computerized information
managers. The process continues in stage four, with the use of integrated information managers,
such as Expedition, which allow the manager to review, analyze, and control all aspects of project
documentation, with the information available to all levels of management.
At the fifth stage, electronic document storage and retrieval is added, adding a total Management
Information System capability to the organization.
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Project Planning Development By Stages

Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3

•
•

At end of job, actual start and finish dates compared to planned
Year-end review of P/L statement

•
•
•
•
•
•

Gantt (bar) charts indicating major divisions of the work
Weekly detailed work schedules showing activities each day
Schedule and update materials delivery and subcontract work
Log flow of shop drawings and products submittals
Periodic job meetings to review project status
At end of job, costs compared to contract price to determine
job profitability

•

Update CPM/PERT computerized scheduling programs
o Analyze progress to date, changes to the schedule, revise to optimize
o Adjust resource allocations
o Update weekly detailed work schedules showing activities each day
o Link schedule analysis to cost reporting analysis
o Coordinate shop drawings and product submittals status with schedule
Update weekly detailed work schedules showing activities each day
Weekly job meetings to review project status
Internal periodic management meetings to review operations status & control
Monthly job cost report by work activity
Monthly estimates of “cost to complete” for job cost report

•
•
•
•
•

•

Stage 4

•
•
•
•

•

Stage 5

•
•
•
•
•

Update CPM/PERT computerized scheduling programs
o Analyze progress to date, changes to schedule, revise to optimize
o Adjust resource allocations
o Update weekly detailed work schedules showing activities each day
o Link schedule analysis to cost reporting analysis
o Link shop drawing and product submittal status to schedule analysis
Weekly job meetings to review project status
Weekly internal management meetings to review operations status &
control
Weekly job cost report by work activity
Weekly estimates of “cost to complete” for job cost report

CPM/PERT scheduling programs integrated into firm-wide MIS
o Analyze progress to date, changes to the schedule, revise to optimize
o Adjust resource allocations
o Update weekly detailed work schedules showing activities each day
o Link schedule analysis to cost reporting analysis
o Integrate shop drawings and product submittals status with MIS
Integrate MIS reduces bottlenecks in firm-wide communications and work flow
Weekly job meetings to review project status
Weekly internal management meetings to review project status & control
Weekly job cost report by work activity
Weekly estimates of “cost to complete” for job cost report
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Quality
Quality control has long been a key issue in the construction industry. Construction specifications
typically include exacting standards dictating the quality of products incorporated into the work and
the resulting quality of the finished construction product. Contractors have, all too often, left the
inspection and quality assurance aspects of the project completely in the hands of the architect/
engineer and the assorted testing laboratories employed by the owner of the project.
Competent Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) programs are in the best interest of all
contractors. Defective work means removal, rework, and lost time and dollars, especially if work
must be uncovered or if it delays the schedule’s critical path. Court rulings against contractors for
defects discovered years after the completion of projects (and after the status of limitations for the
contracts had expired) give contractors additional incentive to become proactive in quality.
Even stage one contractors must assure that they provide the specified quality for each project.
Serving as field superintendent, they can verify that materials and installation procedures will comply
with contract requirements.
By stage two, that responsibility is shared with the field superintendent. The owner must still purchase
materials that meet contract requirements and the superintendent must assure that the resulting
work product is according to the specifications.
In stage three, the project managers must assure that all materials purchased, including
subcontractors’ materials, meet specifications. The field superintendents are responsible for assuring
that the subcontractors’ installation produces a product that meets specifications.
By stage four, the contractor undertakes a continuing training program for his personnel to teach the
means and methods for ensuring quality.
This leads to stage five, in which a Total Quality Management program is implemented. In this
program, training is combined with ongoing discussions among the contractor, subcontractors,
architect/engineers, and testing companies to make each team member conscious of, and responsible
for, assuring the quality of work as it proceeds.
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Safety
Safety requirements are as strenuous for a small startup company as for a large, mature contractor.
As with quality, safety progresses from stage one to stage five as a combination of increased and
improved training, specialization of personnel, and the proactive, instead of reactive, approach of
job safety.
The financial aspects of job safety also play a major role in promoting the proactive role of the
contractor. With hefty workers compensation costs and legal fees, in addition to strict government
regulations, the contractor is obliged to address the issue of safety and development formal programs
early in the life of the organization.
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Marketing, Bidding & Estimating
Although estimating and bidding have been viewed traditionally as an arm of operations, contractors
who develop strategic marketing plans find that the pricing and acquisition of new work are central to
the success of the strategic planning that sets the organization’s goals and objectives. The operations
group will build whatever they are told to build. It is the responsibility of the marketing, estimating,
and bidding group to seek and get the projects that fit the firm’s strategic plan.
The stage one contractor (either a general or specialty contractor) finds a “niche” in small projects.
Normally, the stage one contractor develops business through a limited number of customers
cultivated from previous business relations, referrals, and cold calls. The typical (non) plan for stage
one contractors is to “get work, do work, and get paid for work”. Many are too small to qualify for
bonding, which eliminates them from public work projects, except when hired by a general contractor
as a non-filed bid subcontractor. Estimates are usually manual, simple, and, sometimes, not very
scientific. Pricing is often by “best guess” techniques.
At stage two, marketing has progressed only slightly beyond stage one. The contractor has widened
the network of referrals and repeat customers. They may have established the ability to bond work,
allowing the bidding of public work projects. The main emphasis for contractors at stage two is still
“get work, do work, get paid for work”. The stage two contractor progresses in developing estimating
and bidding techniques. Quantity surveys are prepared, material prices are solicited and used for bid
preparation, and labor pricing incorporates, to some extent, historical information gathered by the
contractor in a combination of payroll records and observation of typical job activities.
By stage three, the contractor has grown to the point where it should focus on being either a lowcost provider of larger but relatively simple construction projects, or a value provider of specialized
construction for complex projects where the customer is willing to pay for the premium cost of
technical expertise.
The low-cost provider may improve estimating and bidding techniques to the leading edge of
technology in order to increase efficiency, but will never reach beyond stage two in marketing strategy.
The value provider tackles difficult projects and completes them on, or ahead of, schedule while
actively minimizing problems for the customer. This contractor is skilled at maintaining close
communications with customers, depends on repeat business, glowing referrals from satisfied
customers, and word of mouth as marketing tools.
The difference from stage one is that, in this stage, the contractor is now formulating a marketing
strategy and focusing on specific markets that are willing to pay for the extra service the value
contractor provides. The low-cost provider will prevail when competing for public work projects, strip
shopping malls, and speculative multifamily housing. Technically difficult projects (such as health care,
complex manufacturing, marine, regulated hazardous products removal, and laboratory facilities) or
extremely time-sensitive projects (commercial, industrial, or special event) require the value provider.
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Estimating at stage three has progressed to the use of computerized estimating programs that allow
the use of the company’s historical cost and productivity data for estimating.
As the company progresses to stage four, it refines the strategy begun in stage three. The company
develops true expertise to perform successfully in three to six market segments. A marketing
director is added to provide full-time marketing support and to develop and pursue customer leads.
The company seeks a higher profile throughout the industries of its chosen markets by participating
in industry associations and industry development groups. Cost and productivity data from historical
job costs allow the estimators to produce dependable order-of-magnitude estimates from schematic
plans and specifications. On successful bids, the budgets are developed directly from the estimate by
computer and loaded into the job cost system.
At the fifth stage, the company employs a marketing/sales staff to pursue business from both
current and new customers. Existing customers are given continuing attention both to acquire their
new business and to maintain contacts for referrals. New customers are identified through referrals
and market research, and highly focused marketing presentations are used to link the contractor’s
capabilities and special services to the prospect’s specific needs. The estimating staff relies on CAD
systems integrated into its estimating software to produce estimates. The integrated information
system provides management throughout the company with the ability to review the status of all
clients, prospects, and bids.
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Marketing, Bidding, & Estimating Development
By Stages

Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3

•
•

Referrals, cold calls, and relationships
Estimates are simple, manual and, often, not very scientific

•
•

Wider network of referrals and repeat customers
Establishes ability to bond projects, allowing bidding on public
works projects
Develops estimating techniques, including detailed quantity
surveys and solicitations of materials and subcontract prices
Develops labor pricing from estimator’s observations and
accounting information

•
•

•
•

Initiates strategic marketing strategy
Coordinates development of the organization and the
management team to match the needs of the market segment
Chooses between low-cost provider of simpler construction or
value provider of technically complex projects
Uses computerized estimating software to utilize the company’s
historical cost and productivity data

•
•

•

Marketing strategy focuses on 3-6 specific market segments,
depending on organization and interrelationship of the markets
Marketing director added to develop leads and provide full-time
marketing support
Seeks a higher profile in industry associations & development
groups of its market segments
Improved historical cost and productivity data allow more accurate
“order of magnitude” estimates for plans and specifications in the
schematic design phase
Project budgets of costs and productivity are developed directly from
the estimate and entered via computer into the job cost system

•

Stage 4

•
•

•

Stage 5

•
•
•
•

Full marketing and sales staff
Market research and focused formal presentations to prospects
Continuing attention given to existing customers to strengthen the
relationship and obtain referrals
Estimating is fully integrated into the management information
system to use CAD software to simplify the preparation of quantity
surveys and pricing from the cost and productivity database
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Finance
The stage one contractor utilizes the most basic accounting and financial records–a check book, a file
of bills to be paid, a list of bills sent to customers, year-end financial statements, and tax returns. The
stage one contractor will normally use the cash accounting.
In stage two, the contractor must adopt an accrual-accounting system to satisfy the requirements of
its banker and surety company. The contractor is allowed to use the completed contract method as
long as average annual revenues are less than $10 million and all projects are completed in less than
two years. Exceeding either stipulation requires that the contractor use the percentage of completion
method. The stage two contractor hires a bookkeeper, records job costs by projects, checks
profitability on a project-by-project basis, and closes the books quarterly or monthly. The stage two
contractor may implement a basic computerized accounting package.
By stage three, the contractor must use the percentage-of-completion method for accounting
and taxes. In concert with the expanded management requirements for financial information, the
contractor implements (or upgrades to) financial software that provides full accounting capabilities–
general ledger, payroll, accounts receivable and payable, and job costs. The package requires a flexible
report writer that enables the contractor to produce meaningful financial and project management
information easily. Monthly financial statements are prepared and job cost reports are issued weekly,
in conjunction with weekly payrolls. Project managers prepare detailed “estimate to complete”
monthly for each project to determine the “projected final cost” for each project.
Stage four contractors understand the need for comprehensive financial reporting and cost
management systems. The estimating department requires accurate historical job cost and
productivity data for each of the hundreds of work items performed by the contractor on its projects.
An internal purchase order system allows the accounting department to establish committed costs for
each major material or subcontracted work item in the project budget. The committed costs identify
for management the total cost of each work item even though the work is not complete. It gives the
accounting department additional control in processing invoices from vendors and subcontractors,
and it sets aside (as if already spent) the entire value of a contract in the job cost reporting system.
This leads to more accurate job cost reporting, total cost projections, and management control. The
project superintendents report weekly production (quantities of work performed) for each work item
at the same time as they report payroll. The weekly job cost report now compares the budget to the
actual to date for costs, percentage of work complete, and productivity. The requisition process is fully
integrated into the job cost system, allowing requisitions to be downloaded from the system to the
hard-copy requisition with adjustments only to match the amounts approved for payment by
the customer.
By stage five, the contractor has established a totally integrated management information system
that provides instant access to the latest financial, marketing/estimating, and project management
information. Cost and productivity can be related not only to job work-item cost cods but also to CPM
schedule activities for comparison of budgeted versus actual costs. The contractor will be able to track
impact of changes in the work to both the schedule and the job costs.
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Financial Systems Development By Stages

Stage 1
Stage 2

•
•
•

Cash accounting
Part-time bookkeeper
Records consist of checkbook, bills paid, bills due,
customer invoices paid/due, and tax returns

•

Accrual accounting (completed contracts or percentage
of completion)
Full-time bookkeeper
Basic cost accounting by job
Interim financial statements prepared on a quarterly or
monthly basis
Basic computerized accounting system

•
•
•
•
•
•

Stage 3

•
•
•

•

•
•

Stage 4

•
•
•
•

Stage 5

•

•

Percentage-of-completion accounting method
Fully integrated computerized accounting package including
job cost module with flexible report writing capabilities
Interim financials prepared monthly
Job cost reports issued weekly
Project managers prepare estimates to complete for all jobs
in progress on a monthly basis to develop “projected final
costs” for each project
Historical job cost data available to estimating department
for bidding

Historical job costs and productivity data is compiled in
job cost system for use in bidding new projects
Current jobs costs and productivity data compiled weekly
for management use on current projects
Internal purchase order/committed cost system
established
Requisition process is fully integrated into job costs,
allowing requisitions to be downloaded from the system
Adjustments to match approved requisitions are made
automatically by the system
Changes and claims tracked in the system
Totally integrated management information system that
integrates financial, project management, and estimating/
bidding information
Costs and productivity related to CPM activities as well
as work item cost codes
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Moving To The Next Level
Growing your construction company requires careful planning. Although the relationship between
yearly dollar volume and the stages of development is not absolute, it is critical to your long-term
growth and profit margins.
WHERE IS YOUR BUSINESS TODAY?
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO BE TOMORROW?
On the following pages, we present a number of valuable resources designed to assist you in
identifying opportunities to scale your business, maximize value, and minimize risk at each stage
of the business lifecycle.
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Contractor Growth & Development Checklist
Follow this checklist to determine where your business stands and identify the teams responsible for
accomplishing critical business tasks.
MANAGEMENT
TEAM
STRATEGIC/MARKETING PLANNING
Defining the company
Identifying markets
Identifying and analyzing customers
Identifying key personnel
SWOT analysis
Reengineering the organization

OPERATIONS
PLANNING

OPERATIONS
CONTROL

MARKETING,
BIDDING &
ESTIMATING

FINANCIAL
SYSTEMS

PERSONNEL & LABOR ISSUES
Strategic hires
Company communication/evaluation process
Prevailing wage issues
Union/Open Shop issues
Human resources evaluation processes
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Performance benchmarking
Budgeting and cash flow projections
CONTRACT ISSUES
Contracts with customers
Contracts with subcontractors and vendors
Disputes and claims evaluation and preparation
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Financial/accounting systems
Estimating
Project management
COST STRUCTURE AND OVERHEAD RATES
Measuring productivity versus company and industry data
Measuring and controlling variable and fixed overhead costs
Controlling SG and costs
TAX PLANNING & MANAGEMENT
Selection of accounting method and year end
“S” versus “C” corporation
Intrastate and interstate tax issues
Payroll and sales tax issues
Minimum tax
Lookback
INSURANCE & EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Performance and payment bond issues
Workers compensation issues
•
Classification of employees
•
Modification rates
•
Qualified Loss Management programs
•
Safety programs
•
Contractors credit
General liability and equipment insurance
Health insurance
Self-insurance groups
Pension/Profit sharing plans
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Contractor Growth & Development Roadmap
Stage

Stage

Stage

Stage

Stage

SUBCONTRACTOR
SALES VOLUME

<$500,000

$500,000-$10M

$10M-$25M

$25M-$100M

>$100M

GENERAL
CONTRACTOR
SALES VOLUME

<$1M

$1M-15M

$15M-$50M

$50M-$250M

>$250M

Owner

Owner, estimator,
field superintendent
and bookkeeper/
secretary

Owner, field supervision staff, project staff,
project managers,
estimating dept. and
accounting dept.

Owner, departments
of construction
operations, marketing/
estimating, and
finance/administration

Marketing/estimating
expanded, finance/
administration expanded
to human resources dept.,
and management of
subsidiaries

CPM/PERT computerized
scheduling, alternatives
analysis, resource
planning, and estimates
downloaded to job cost
budget

CPM/PERT computerized
scheduling, alternatives
analysis, resource planning,
estimates downloaded to
job cost budget, schedule
job cost system, partnering
and team planning

STAGES

MANAGEMENT
TEAM

1

2

3

4

5

OPERATIONS
PLANNING

Notes on calendar

Rudimentary Gantt
charges and weekly
work schedules

Computerized
low-end scheduling
software and daily/
weekly detail
schedules

OPERATIONS
CONTROL

No system, focus
on pushing jobs to
completion

Update weekly work
schedule, weekly
job meetings, track
submittals and
documents

Update computerized
schedule monthly, update
detailed weekly schedule,
weekly job meetings, link
resource control w/the
updated schedule

Analyze actual vs. planned;
analyze and adjust
resource allocations;
weekly updating of job
cost and estimate to
complete; weekly internal
mgmt. meetings

Integrated MIS reduces
bottlenecks; submittals
status, changes,
progress schedules and
financial data integrated

MARKETING

Word-of-mouth
cold calls

Referrals, repeat
business, competitive
bidding, detailed

Focus on market
segments and chooses
positioning as low-cost
or value provider of
construction services

Refine marketing
strategy to focus on
3-6 segments and
marketing director
added

Marketing/sales staff,
market research,
formal presentations,
continuing client
communications

ESTIMATING
BIDDING

Manual, simple
estimates

Detailed manual
quantity surveys,
competitive sub and
major material prices

Computerized
estimating software,
use historical cost
data in pricing

Estimating software
linked to job cost
system for access to
historical job cost and
productivity data

CAD systems, integrated
flow of information
between estimating,
project management &
finance with integrated
MIS

FINANCIAL
SYSTEMS

P/T bookkeeper,
cash accounting
methods, and
year-end statement

Full-time bookkeeper,
accrual accounting,
track costs by job, and
quarterly financials

Computerized accounting
system; percentage of
completion, weekly job
cost reporting; monthly
ETC for WIP reports,
historical unit cost data

Complete historical
cost and productivity
data, internal P.O./
committed cost
systems, integrated
requisition process

Integrated MIS with
project management
and financial
information online
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Organization Charts
STAGE 1
Owner

Part-time
Bookkeeper
& Secretary

Field Crew

STAGE 2
Owner

Field
Superintendent

Estimator

Part-time
Bookkeeper
& Secretary

Field Crew
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Organization Charts

STAGE 3
Owner

General
Superintendent

Field
Superintendent

Estimating
Department

Finance &
Administration

Project
Managers

Field Crews
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Organization Charts

STAGE 4
Ownership

Marketing/
Estimating
Manager

Operations
Manager

General
Superintendent

Estimating
Department

Safety
Manager

Director of
Finance &
Administration

Marketing
& Sales

Controller

Manager of
Administration

Finance
Department
Field
Superintendent

Project
Managers

Field
Crews
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Organization Charts
STAGE 5
Ownership

Operations
Manager

Estimating
Manager

General
Superintendent

Director of
Finance &
Administration

Director of
Marketing

Estimating
Department

Safety
Manager

Marketing
& Sales

Controller

Finance
Department

Manager of
Administration

Human
Resources

Subsidiary
Companies
Field
Superintendent

Project
Managers

Field
Crews
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Next Steps
We recognize that construction companies face unique challenges and opportunities at each point in
their development. We can help you navigate these shifting demands, so you can focus on what you
do best: building value.
Our team is passionate about helping businesses like yours uncover these risky and opportune
moments, so you can lay a strong foundation for future sustainable growth and profitability. Our
purpose is to help you achieve your goals.
OUR SERVICES
We provide a complete business solution for construction companies. We offer traditional accounting
services such as assurance and tax along with advisory and technology solutions specifically geared
towards businesses like yours.
We have the resources to assist your company with strategic planning, operational reviews,
succession planning, surety bond assistance, cash management, claims and litigation support,
valuations, benchmarking studies, and much more.
CONTACT US
Contact today to discuss how you can build a foundation of sustainable growth and move your
construction company to the next level.

TIM CUMMINS
Lead Partner, Construction & Real Estate Services Group
301.231.6213
tcummins@aronsonllc.com
www.aronsonllc.com
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